Talented
WAITER
Tina
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Directed by Catherine Crowley
Illustrations by Madison Bill
Supported by Smile Train
Practice with us!

T and D

Stories and rhymes to improve speech after surgery to repair a cleft palate.
In a tiny town on Tater Tot Mountain,
down a winding road
Talented waiter Tina told many a tale at Dollar Diner.
Talented waiter Tina told many a tale...
A twin mermaid tale:

Tara and Dara

who wear teal
A tutued turtle tale: He had two hundred and ten toes
A muddy toad tale:
Who waddled
to a tune
And a moody dino tale.

He hid in daylight and rode around town late at night.
“Tell a tale at dinner tonight!”

“Do it!”

“Do it, Tina!”

“Do it!”
“Tell a tale waiter Tina!”

“Do it!”

“Do it!”
"To me!"

"NO, to me!"

Tina: "Hold on one minute!"

"We won't wait!"
“Alright, deal. Let me do it.”

“Time to tell a tale.”
Tina turned her head.

"Oh no! I tired you out."
"Tomorrow I’ll tell a tale."
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